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In this note three theorems concerning a stuqy of potential flow of 

fluids from the point of view of differential geometry are presen ted. 

One has first the following definitionss 

Def. 1. The surfae-e Ha q><x,y), where 

called a harmonic surface 
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Def. 2. The surfaces H • � (x,y) and H • � (x,y),. where 

C?<x,y) and � (x,y) are conjugate harmonic functions, are call€d 

conjugate harmonic surfaces. 

Now consider the surface H a � (x,y) in the Euc lidem 3-sp ace 

with coordinates x,y,H. Planes x • canst. and y • canst. will cut 

the surface in two families of lines, which will serve as the coordinate 

lines of the surface considered as a Riem annian 2-spac e, with t he new 

coordinates of a point on the surface identical as its x - y coordi

nates, For conv6nienc� let these fami lies be called x-lines and 

y-lines, respectively� It is then obvious that the fundamental 

quadratic is 
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where s ubscripts denote partial differentiation, and where 

q2 � �; 1- <P� 
is in fact the square of the steepest slope at any point. 

The Gaussian curvature K at any point is equal to R1212/g1 where 

R1212 is the only distinct non-vanishing term of the Riemannian tensor 

in 2-space and is defined as 

where L � � etco stand for the Christoffel symbols of the second 

kind, the scripts l and 2 being associated with x and y, 

respectively, and where repeated dummy ncripts ( <X and � ) call for 
\ 

summations over 1 and 2. 

Substituting (1) arxl (2) in R1212/g� one obta ins, 

I<= (I+;')' l �u ���- ·tj;) =-- (i:�;JL \ �:;_� + t,'"'j l 
since ¢1.4 -= _A-. Frcm (3), one has· 

J'j �; .. 

(3) 

Theorem 1� The Gaussian curvature of a hc..:::nonic surfa�e is never 

positiveo 

Since a soap film with no pres�e difference o� the two sides is 

a harmonic surface, and since a positive Gaussian curvature would mean 

a pressure difference, this theorem is indeed to b e  expected. 

If 

That is 

K • o, then it follows that q;,x:i-= 1>'1��0 and "t\>'l.l.j -::c. 

q.. =�X:+��+( 
Hence one obtains the 

Corallary, A. hannonic surface cannot be isometric with a plane 

unless it is actually a plane. 
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Take now the conjugate harmonic surface 

H � �(L':)) 
where � is conjugate to <? and satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann equa

tions 

(4) 

The Gaussian curvature for the 4t-surface is, by a derivation similar 

to that of (3):, 

\<I-::; I \jJ �. 
y; z +� � 

(1 t t: .�;) ( l¥H -¥��- j �I =-- \ \1-�;; ... � 1\!._ 
In view of (4), one has� from (3) and (S) 

Hence, one has 

(S) 

Theorem 2. The Gaussian curvatures of conjugate harmonic surfaces 

are equal at the same ( x,y) co ordinates. 

It must however be noted that the conjugate harmonic surfaces are 

in general not isometric. 

In the pl ane flow of a viscous fluid, the rate of dissipation of 

energy per unit volume is given by (Lamb, H.: Hydrodynamics, Dover, 

P• sao) 

::+: c; � , ( a_y)t ( ..Q:::. o u )2 } 
. � =. }J t '- ( 3)( } + 9_ oj + oX + '1j (6) 

where f is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid and, with � deno ti ng 

the stream-function.) 

(7) 

{8) 
are the velo ci ty-components in t he x- and y-direct ions, respectively. 
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Substituting (7) and (8) into (6), one obtains 

� � r c 4- �?-j + ' \1;1� - �), r· J (9) 

If the flow is irrational (for example, radial flow of a visco ue fluid 

from a line source or to a lipe sink, or potential flow of a viscous 

fluid outside of the boundary layer), � )l l. + w'j � == 0 , arrl 

l¥:1�- t"J.)::::. -.l �;.j._ 1 and (9) becomes 

� : Lf-Ji ( �)_ � 1- � j.�) = - tf)A ( l t b l ) \< 
where K is the Gaussian curvature of the q;-surface. Hence one has 

Theorem 3. The rate of dissipation of e nergy in the potential 

flow of a viscous fluid is, in a domain D of the x-y plane, equal to 

-'f)J �� l \+ tr1.)7. \<ciA 
where K is t he Gaussian curvature md � the magnitude of the steep est 

slope of the t -surface, t being the stream-function. 

The well-known Gauss-Bennett theorem states that the surface 

integral 

is precisely the angle A e which a vector at any point on the 

boundary of the surface domain S makes with itself after it has been 

transported in the positive direction (S always lying on the left) 

around S parallelly in the sense of Levi-Civita. 

When a harmo�ic �-surface is very flat, q <:. < 11 and 

- , ... F � ( It b 1. f· I< d A ..:.. - tf-jJ s�� \.-< d f) .:. - 4-)� Ll e 

Hence, one h as, for very flat harmonic surfaces, the 

Corallary�loThe rate of dissipation of energy in a region D of 

potential flow of viscous fluids is proportional to the angle of 

deviation of a vector from its original position, after it has been 

transported around the corresponding curv�d region S on the 
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� -sur.faoe (or �
.
-surface, by v irtue of Thm. 2) parallelly in the 

sense of tevi-Civita. The constant of proportionality 1s -4 Jl when 

the transportation is in the positive direction (S always lying on t he 

left),. 

By virtue of Theorem 1 and its corollary, and remembering that a 

plane 4-surface corresponds to parallel flow, one has further Corollary 

2. In the potential �ow of viscous fluids there is always dissipation 

of energy except when t he flow is parallel. 
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